
ICF Feedback
Recording #1 - Lyn Keating
Coach: Robert Holmes
 
1.     Coach started conversation summarizing other conversations instead of letting the 
client begin the conversation.  He asked the client "what would give you a sense that 
we've achieved your outcomes today?"  There no outcomes mentioned before that 
questions.  That led to the client mentioning clarifying goals and achieving satisfactions 
that she was going in the right direction. Instead of acting how to measure outcomes, 
that’s when the coach used the 0-10 scale.
2.     Coach was very interested in his views and methods of constructing a coaching 
conversation.
3.     It appeared that the coach was more interested in the coach's point of view rather 
than the clients.
4.     Coach mirrored the client.
5.     Some powerful questions exhibited by the coach.
6.     Coach used direct communication to move the conversation he felt comfortable with. 
With both a lack of listening and direct communication he communicated to the client at 
about 20 minutes ...while  ago I asked you who told you goal setting was important and 
you mentioned your father...The client asserted....father never said goal setting was 
important he just stopping me doing some of the things I wanted.
7.     Client claimed she gained awareness.
8.     Some actions were set up but were confusing.
9.     Time spent where the coach wanted to know whether and how goals would be 
achieved.
10. Not much on managing progress and accountability was better understood by the 
client "to be someone to talk to."
 
 
Overall Comments:

This coaching conversation was about the coach, his measures and his ideas and his 
ways of doing things. In the first five minutes, the coach used a 0-10 scale to establish 
whether goals were being established and later used the same measures. Using the 0-10 
scale can be viewed as formulaic. At about 10 minutes, the coach decided how the rest of 
the conversation would be handled. He talked about chapter 3 of Seven Habits book by 
Stephen Covey and cited two ways of goal setting. The remainder of the conversation was 
held in these two ways. In effect, the coach demonstrated a very significant interest in the 
coach's view of the situation and moved the client into the model. It appeared that the 
coach had a coaching model, a kind of formula, and then asked his standard coaching 
questions about the Covey Chapter. It was also unusual that the coaching conversation 
was cut off with the coach ending, "What I would like to do is" and then silence. Wondered 
what that was about--no ending--no saying goodbye--just abrupt ending.


